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Inventor's Guide to Law, Business & TaxesNolo, 2003
Hungry for cash, John "Doc" Pemberton sold the world's most famous trade secret -- the formula for Coca-Cola, for less than $900. Charles Goodyear had a brilliant innovation -- rubber that could be used year-round. But Goodyear made many bad deals, failed to protect his patent rights and died in 1860 owing over...
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The Stand: Expanded Edition: For the First Time Complete and UncutSignet, 1991
This is the way the world ends: with a nanosecond of computer error in a Defense Department laboratory and a million casual contacts that form the links in a chain letter of death.

And here is the bleak new world of the day after: a world stripped of its institutions and emptied of 99 percent of its people. A world in which a handful...
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The Moral Challenge of Alzheimer Disease: Ethical Issues from Diagnosis to DyingThe Johns Hopkins University, 2000

	Society today, writes Stephen Post, is "hypercognitive": it places inordinate emphasis on people's powers of rational thinking and memory. Thus, Alzheimer disease and other dementias, which over an extended period incrementally rob patients of exactly those functions, raise many dilemmas. How are we to viewâ€•and...
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Origins: How the Planets, Stars, Galaxies, and the Universe Began (Astronomers' Universe Series)Springer, 2006
This new series is aimed at the same people as the Practical Astronomy Series – in general, active amateur astronomers. However, it is also appropriate to a wider audience of astronomically-informed readers. Because optical astronomy is a science that is rather at the mercy of the weather, all amateur astronomers inevitably have periods...
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Programming Microsoft SQL Server 2008 (PRO-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2008

	Written by industry professionals who have been working with SQL Server 2008 since the earliest code, this reference expertly covers the programming fundamentals for SQL Server 2008 with crucial real-world context and extensive code samples.

	

	Get the hands-on programming instruction, practical examples, and best practices you...
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Applications of Symmetry Methods to Partial Differential Equations (Applied Mathematical Sciences)Springer, 2009

	This is an accessible book on the advanced symmetry methods for differential equations. Subjects such as conservation laws, Lie-Bäcklund symmetries, contact transformations, adjoint symmetries, Nöther's Theorem, mappings with some modification, potential symmetries, nonlocal symmetries, nonlocal mappings, and non-classical...
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MATLAB Programming for EngineersThomson Delmar Learning, 2001
The first text of its kind, Stephen Chapman's best selling book on MATLAB has now been updated to reflect MATLAB 6.0. The first edition has been highly successful in engineering schools where introductory programming is taught using MATLAB rather than a traditional programming language.  Although C, C++, and Java suit the needs of computer science...
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Junos CookbookO'Reilly, 2006
The Juniper Networks routing platforms are becoming the go-to solution for core, edge, metro and remote office networks, and JUNOS software is behind it all.  The operating system is so full of industrial-strength routing protocols and IP innovations that those treading into the world of JUNOS will need clarification,...
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The IOMA Handbook of Logistics and Inventory ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Practical, easy-to-implement advice on the most successful logistics management techniques being used today--from selecting the best carriers, setting logistics performance goals, and planning logistics strategies, to streamlining shipping and receiving and slashing logistics costs, and negotiating and managing third party logistics service...
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Understanding Telephone Electronics, Fourth Edition (Newnes)Newnes, 2001
Covers conventional telephone fundamentals!  Explores how telephone systems operate and how digital electronics replace them.  "Introduces state-of-the-art speech circuits, dialing, ringing, and central office electronics. Dissects modems and digital transmission techniques. Studies microcomputers and cellular phones. Helps readers increase...
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Introducing Regular ExpressionsO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		This book shows you how to write regular expressions through examples. Its goal is to
	
		make learning regular expressions as easy as possible. In fact, this book demonstrates
	
		nearly every concept it presents by way of example so you can easily imitate and try
	
		them yourself.
	


	
		Regular expressions...
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Laser in Manufacturing (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Generally a laser (light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation) is defined as “a device which uses a quantum mechanical effect, stimulated emission, to generate a coherent beam of light from a lasing medium of controlled purity, size, and shape”. Laser material processing represents a great number of methods, which are...
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